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Executive Summary 
This white paper is designed to present information about and highlight the user benefits 
of Alpha Brain, a nootropic from Onnit, for students in a post-secondary learning 
environment. Onnit is a company that strives for total human optimization: making the 
human body perform to the best of its ability in every area possible.  

Alpha Brain is Onnit’s flagship nootropic. It is a stacked nootropic supplement; this means 
that the ingredients in Alpha Brain are selected to work synergistically with each other to 
stimulate different areas of the brain that improve cognitive function. These ingredients 
help the brain produce neurotransmitters that affect cognitive performance. The use of 
these ingredients results in an improved verbal memory and overall brain processing 
speed. 

A study was conducted at the Boston Center for Memory to investigate the efficacy of 
Alpha Brain on cognitive function in a group healthy adults. These conditions allowed 
Alpha Brain to be compared to a placebo supplement with no nootropic effect. The group 
completed two weeks of trial under the placebo dose before half the group was given a 
new placebo and the other half was given Alpha Brain for six weeks. The group that took 
Alpha Brain had a 12% improvement in verbal recall and a 21% faster completion of 
executive function tasks compared to the placebo group.  

Twenty subjects from the efficacy study were recruited into an ERP/EEG study on Alpha 
Brain’s effect on cognitive performance. Half of the 20 subjects were taking Alpha Brain, 
and the other half were taking the placebo supplement. Subjects using Alpha Brain 
detected target stimuli 26 milliseconds faster than the placebo group. The group using 
Alpha Brain also showed a 3% increase in Peak Alpha Frequency. 

Over 40,000,000 capsules have been sold around the world since Alpha Brain was 
launched in 2011. Onnit has developed a ratio for each nootropic in Alpha Brain to work to 
its full potential. Alpha Brain’s list of ingredients is available on the Onnit website and on 
the back the Alpha Brain package, which enables users to attempt to make their own 
blend of the nootropics used in Alpha Brain.  

In an academic environment, students are always trying to reach their full cognitive 
potential. They want to remember as much information as possible from their lectures, 
lessons, and study periods to do their best on tests and assignments. As shown in the 
studies mentioned above, Alpha Brain would enable students to increase their cognitive 
capabilities and improve their results on tests and assignments. 

Alpha Brain is available to purchase on the Onnit website (www.onnit.com) in packs of 30 
and 90 capsules. 
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Glossary 
Nootropic: a supplement ingested for its effects on cognition, focus, alertness, or well-being 
[23].  

Alpha brain waves: a synchronized wave of electricity in the brain ranging from 8 – 12 Hz 
caused by neurons sending electrical signals to one another for communication [24]. 

Peak Alpha Frequency (PAF): a statistic for the Alpha frequency (8 – 12 Hz) that shows the 
highest amplitude of electricity [25]. 

Neurotransmitter: a chemical substance which is released at the end of a nerve fibre by the 
arrival of a nerve impulse and, by diffusing across the synapse or junction, effects the transfer 
of the impulse to another nerve fibre, a muscle fibre, or some other structure [26]. 

ERP: an event-related potential (ERP) is the measured brain response that is the direct result 
of a specific sensory, cognitive, or motor event [27].  

EEG: an electroencephalogram EEG is a test or record of brain activity produced by 
electroencephalography [28].  

CVL long-delay free recall test: a neuropsychological test that measures free and cued recall, 
serial position effects, semantic clustering, intrusions, interference and recognition [29].  

Trail-making test: a neuropsychological test of visual attention and task switching, consisting 
of two parts in which the subject is instructed to connect a set of 25 dots as quickly as possible 
while still maintaining accuracy [30].  

Oddball paradigm: an experimental design used within psychology research. Presentations of 
sequences of repetitive stimuli are infrequently interrupted by a deviant stimulus. The reaction 
of the participant to this "oddball" stimulus is recorded [31]. 

Amino acids: organic compounds found in the body that comprise the second-largest 
component of muscles and cells. Amino acids play a critical role in neurotransmission [32].  

Dopamine: a neurotransmitter known to be present in the area of the brain associated with 
reward pleasure [33].  

Noradrenalin: Noradrenaline is the main neurotransmitter of the sympathetic nerves in the 
cardiovascular system [34]. 

Cholinergic: a primary component of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine [35].  

Enzymes: molecular catalysts that accelerate, or catalyze, chemical reactions in the body. [36]. 

Serotonin: a neurotransmitter regarded as a contributor to feelings of happiness and well-
being [37]. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to present information about and highlight the user 
benefits of Alpha Brain, a nootropic from Onnit, for students in a post-secondary learning 
environment.  

Onnit is a company that strives for total human optimization: making the human body 
perform to the best of its ability in every area possible. Onnit offers personal care 
products, fitness equipment, apparel, food products, supplements, and nootropics for sale 
on their website [1]. 

In an academic environment, students are always trying to reach their full cognitive 
potential. They want to remember as much information as possible from their lectures, 
lessons, and study periods to do their best on tests and assignments. In multiple studies, 
Alpha Brain has been proven to increase speed in executive function tasks, improve 
memory recollection, and increase Peak Alpha Frequency [2]. As shown in these studies, 
Alpha Brain would enable students to increase their cognitive capabilities and improve 
their results on tests and assignments. 

This paper provides: 

• An overview of Alpha Brain 
• A breakdown of the ingredients in Alpha Brain 
• Additional information about Alpha Brain and a concluding statement 

 

2. Alpha Brain: An Overview 

2.1 WHAT IS ALPHA BRAIN? 

Alpha Brain is Onnit’s flagship nootropic and has been sold worldwide for the past six 
years. Alpha Brain is a stacked nootropic supplement; this means that the ingredients in 
Alpha Brain are selected to work synergistically with each other to stimulate different 
areas of the brain that improve cognitive function.  

2.2 HOW DOES ALPHA BRAIN WORK? 

The nutrients in Alpha Brain stimulate different areas of the brain. These nutrients help 
the brain produce neurotransmitters that affect cognitive performance, increase blood 
circulation to the brain, and alpha brain waves. The collective use of these different 
nutrients results in an improved verbal memory and overall brain processing speed. 
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2.3 TESTING AND RESULTS 

 

2.3.1 Efficacy Study of Alpha Brain 

To investigate the efficacy of Alpha Brain on cognitive function, a double-blind, 
randomized, placebo-controlled study was conducted at the Boston Center for Memory.  
The study tested 63 healthy adults between the ages of 18-35. The subjects were randomly 
selected with no identity bias and were not given any information that might distort the 
outcome of the testing. Half of the group were unknowingly given a placebo instead of 
Alpha Brain. These conditions allowed Alpha Brain to be compared to a placebo 
supplement with no nootropic effect.  

The subjects completed two weeks of the trial 
under the placebo dose before half of the 
subjects were given a new placebo and the 
other half were given Alpha Brain for the 
remaining six weeks. The subjects that took 
Alpha Brain for six weeks had a 12% 
improvement in delayed verbal recall (CVL 
long-delay free recall test, see Figure 1) and a 
21% faster completion of executive function 
tasks (trails-making test) compared to the 
placebo group. [2] [3] [4].    
                  Figure 1: CLV long-delay free recall test 

2.3.2 ERP and EEG Measures of Alpha Brain 

Twenty subjects from the efficacy study were 
recruited into an ERP/EEG study on Alpha 
Brain’s effect on cognitive performance. Half of 
the 20 subjects took Alpha Brain, and the other 
half took the placebo supplement.  

Subjects using Alpha Brain could detect the 
target stimuli (oddball paradigm) 26 
milliseconds faster than the placebo group. The 
subjects using Alpha Brain also showed a 3% 
increase in Peak Alpha Frequency from the first 
to last day of the study (see Figure 2) [2] [5]. 

      
                  Figure 2: PAF Measurements 
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3. Alpha Brain: Ingredient Breakdown 

3.1 ONNIT FLOW BLEND 
 
3.1.1 L-Tyrosine 

L-Tyrosine is an amino acid used in the brain to produce dopamine and noradrenalin.     
L-Tyrosine improves cognition and reduces stress in acute-stress situations [6]. 

3.1.2 L-Theanine 

L-Theanine is an amino acid used in the brain to increase relaxation, quality of sleep, and 
reduce anxiety [7]. 

3.1.3 Phosphatidylserine 

Phosphatidylserine is an amino acid derivative compound that can increase processing 
speed and accuracy, improve memory, reduce stress, and improve cognition [8]. 

3.1.4 Avena Sativa 

Avena Sativa is an extract from Oat Straw and has been shown to have a positive impact 
on cognitive performance [9].  

 

3.2 ONNIT FOCUS BLEND 
 
3.2.1 Alpha GPC 

Alpha GPC is a cholinergic compound used to prevent cognitive decline and symptoms of 
Alzheimer’s Disease [10].   

3.2.2 Bacopa Monnieri 

Bacopa Monnieri is a herb used in traditional medicine that improves memory and 
attention span [11]. 

3.2.3 Huperzine-A 

Huperzine-A is a plant extract that inhibits the enzyme acetylcholinesterase, which causes 
the breakdown of acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter required for memory and cognition 
[12] [13]. 
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3.3 ONNIT FUEL BLEND 

 

3.3.1 Leucine  

Leucine is an amino acid that increases lean mass and power output from muscles [14].  

3.3.2 Pterostilbene 

Pterostilbene is a derivative of resveratrol (a molecule found in certain foods that 
stimulates heart health and blood flow [15]) that reduces neuroinflammation and 
improves cognitive function [16]. 

3.3.3 Vinpocetine 

Vinpocetine is a compound substance that increases blood flow to the brain and increases 
memory function [17]. 

 

3.4 OTHER INGREDIENTS  

 

3.4.1 Uncaria rhynchophylla (Cat’s Claw Extract) 

Uncaria rhynchophylla is an extract from the plant Cat’s Claw that protects the 
degradation of neurons and has antipsychotic properties [18]. 

3.4.2 Vitamin B6 

Vitamin B6 is a B vitamin that helps the brain produce dopamine and serotonin [19].  
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4. Conclusion 

4.1 WHY BUY ALPHA BRAIN? 

Being a stacked nootropic supplement, the cognitive benefits of multiple nootropic 
substances are received when taking Alpha Brain. Onnit has developed a ratio for each 
nootropic in Alpha Brain to work to its full potential. Alpha Brain’s list of ingredients is 
available on the Onnit website and on the back the Alpha Brain package, which enables 
users to attempt to make their own blend of the nootropics used in Alpha Brain. The 
disadvantages to a personalized blend of the nootropics in Alpha Brain are locating, 
purchasing, and blending each ingredient. 

 

4.2 ALPHA BRAIN SELLING POINTS 

• Over 40,000,000 capsules sold to date 
Four million capsules are equivalent to 1.3 million 30-pack units sold. 
  

• Certified Drug Free by the Banned Substance Control Group (BSCG) 
The Banned Substance Control Group tested Alpha Brain for more than 392 drugs 
and harmful agents that can lead to health concerns or positive drug tests [20]. 
 

• Average customer rating of 4.3 stars 
This rating is gathered from 389 reviews on the Onnit website. Two hundred sixty-
two of these reviewers gave Alpha Brain five stars [20]. 
 

• Keep-It™ Guarantee on first 30 pills 
If customers are unsatisfied with their first order of a 30-capsule pack of Alpha 
Brain, Onnit will refund the purchase with no return [21]. 
 

4.3 ALPHA BRAIN TESTIMONIALS 

• “It seems to fire your brain up at a higher RPM level… I feel like it helps me form 
sentences better.”         
    – Joe Rogan, Comedian and UFC commentator [20] 
 

• “I believe that a time is coming where taking nootropics like Alpha BRAIN will be a 
standard human adaptation to get things done. Like drinking coffee. Except in a 
lot of ways, I like Alpha Brain better than coffee. It has no stimulants and works by 
directly stimulating neurotransmitters. So it won’t wear out your adrenals. But if 
you like coffee, enjoy them both at the same time. Go ahead and be on fire.”            
    – Aubrey Marcus, Onnit founder and CEO [20] 
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• “I have been a professional fighter since 2000, and I have tried a lot of different 

supplements over the years. Honestly, most don’t work at all. But my sparring 
reaction time has noticeably improved after using Alpha Brain.”     
    – Duane Ludwig, Professional Kickboxer and   
       Mixed Martial Artist [20] 

4.4 PURCHASING INFORMATION 

• 30-capsule pack for $34.95 USD 
$34.95 USD before shipping and taxes 
 

• Two Smart Pack (two 30-capsule packs)  
$59.41 USD before shipping and taxes 

• 90-capsule pack 
$79.95 USD before shipping and taxes 
 

• #StayOnnit Program 
Allows Onnit products to be purchased automatically at an interval of 15, 30, 45, 60, 
75, or 90 days. A one-time, 20% discount is applied to the first order when opted into 
#StayOnnit [22]. 

4.5 CONCLUDING STATEMENT 

Alpha Brain is Onnit’s flagship stacked nootropic supplement. Over 40,000,000 capsules 
have been sold around the world since Alpha Brain was launched in 2011. The nutrients in 
Alpha Brain’s Flow, Focus, and Fuel blends work synergistically to improve cognitive 
function and memory. The Boston Center for Memory has conducted two studies that 
prove the efficacy and measurable effects of Alpha Brain on cognitive ability. Alpha Brain 
improves verbal memory, processing speed, and Peak Alpha Flow state. To purchase Alpha 
Brain or to a receive more information, visit Onnit’s website at www.onnit.com.  
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